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observing time request summary



Semester: 2019B

Observing Mode: Fast Turnaround Gemini Reference:

Instruments:

NIRI

Time Awarded: NaN

Thesis: No

Band 3 Acceptable: No

Title:

Confirmation of the discovery of a moon around 2015 RR245

Partner Submission Details (multiple entries for joint proposals)



PI Request

NTAC Recommendation

Partner

Lead

Time

Min

Reference

Time

Min

Rank

Total Time

2.3 hr

2.3 hr

0.0 hr

0.0 hr



Total Time of Observations



Band

GN

GS

Band 1/2

2.3 hr

0.0 hr

Band 3

0.0 hr

0.0 hr



Abstract

We propose to use Gemini North+NIRI+Altair (in LGS mode) to confirm the discovery of a moon around

dwarf-planet candidate 2015 RR45. Our observations will be performed during an appulse with a star

near the stationary point, which will be used for tip/tilt corrections with the Gemini North Altair LGS

adaptive optics (AO) system. Hints for the existence of the moon come from previous images acquired

by our team with the Gemini North and CFHT observatories. The detection and component brightness

ratio of the 2015 RR245 system currently remain ambiguous. If the satellite is confirmed, 2015 RR245 will

belong to the very rare class of mid-sized binaries in the transition size regime between the low-density

small Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) and the dwarf-planet sized objects with much higher densities. Density

measurements of these transition KBOs are critical for understanding the final stages of icy planetesimal

growth. As only one of these systems is currently known (2002 UX25), more need to be discovered. If

successful, we will apply for additional time to derive the moon's orbit and hence a mass for 2015 RR245.

2015 RR245 is a potential future spacecraft target, accessible on a flyby trajectory in the 2030s-2040s.

TAC Category / Keywords

Solar System / Binaries, Minor planets, Kuiper Belt, Solar system

Scheduling Constraints

2015 RR245 is near the stationary point from June 30 to July 17 with a separation ranging from 14 to

22” from the appulse star; it rises above an airmass of 1.5 for more than 2 hours before sunrise from July

14-17 during this timeframe. We ask that the observations be scheduled during this time. The several day-

time span of this appulse ends before the planned Gemini North July shutdown (starting on July 22nd).
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observing time request summary



There are two suitable LGS/NGS appulse events at the end of September that could be attemped if the July

appulse event is weathered out.
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Gemini Observatory

Confirmation of the discovery

of a moon around 2015 RR245

Section 1 Page 3



Observation Details (Band 1/2)



Observation

RA

Dec

Brightness

Total

Program

Partner

Gaia DR2

2555652020980452224

00:30:56.232 06:34:10.620 16.67  g  AB, 16.67  r  AB

2.3 hr

2.1 hr

0.2 hr

Conditions: CC 50%/Clear, IQ 70%/Good, SB Any/Bright, WV Any

Resources: NIRI Altair Laser Guidestar f/32 (0.02"/pix, 22" FoV) K(prime) (2.12 um)
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We have detected hints of a companion around the recently discovered Kuiper Belt Object

(KBO) (523794) 2015 RR245. With an estimated diameter of 500–870 km (Bannister et al.

2016a), RR245 is a dwarf-planet candidate, discovered by the Outer Solar System Origins Survey

(OSSOS; Bannister et al. 2016b, 2018), and observed by the Colours of OSSOS Gemini Large

Program (Col-OSSOS; PI. W. Fraser; Pike et al. 2017). RR245 is one of only two known dwarf

planets in distant > 50 au orbital resonances with Neptune. A future spacecraft mission in the

2030s would be able5 to fly by RR245 after visiting a giant planet, making it one of the very few

accessible dwarf planet mission targets (Zangari, 2017). Detailed analysis of our Gemini imaging

data has revealed the likely presence of a secondary, co-moving source located at ∼0.3” from

RR245 on the two best-seeing GMOS images (Fig. 1). Additional hints for the presence of a

companion are present in the shallower discovery and tracking images acquired by OSSOS with

the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, but they do not constrain the potential satellite’s orbit. 

Preliminary analysis of the RR245 system indicates it is unusual compared to other

known Kuiper belt dwarf planets with satellites. With a diameter of 500–870 km, RR245 falls

in the very rare category of binaries in the transition size regime between small KBOs with

densities lower than ice (ρ < 1g/cc) and dwarf planets with much higher densities (mostly ρ >

2g/cc; Brown 2012). The only known binary in that transition size regime, 2002 UX2

5 (650 km diameter primary), has a unexpectedly low density of 0.82±0.11 g/cc (Brown 2013;

Fig. 2). This measurement is puzzling, as it is inconsistent with the current view that objects of

the size of UX25 would have formed from the hierarchical agglomeration of smaller objects, and

hence would have higher densities as a result of collisional compaction. It appears that some

poorly understood process has occurred to allow large KBOs to grow without being compressed

beyond their primordial densities. Clearly, measurement of the densities of additional mid-sized

objects is critical to determining if that process was a fluke during the formation of UX25, or

ubiquitous during the formation of all dwarf-planet scale KBOs. 

Intriguingly, our GMOS images also suggest a moon-to-primary brightness ratio of ∼25%, which

is large for the majority of KBOs. Only two systems are known to exhibit such a large flux ratio:

Pluto/Charon and Orcus/Vanth. Barr & Schwamb (2016) postulated that dwarf planets with large

moons are the only large binaries whose compositions have not been collisionally modified

beyond their primordial levels. Thus, beyond informing us about the late stages of planetesimal

formation, the composition of RR245 and its moon should both reflect that of the disk of

planetesimals from which they formed. Our previous VLT spectroscopic observations suggest

RR245’s surface is consistent with those of other similar-size KBOs. Measuring the orbit of

RR245’s moon will be an opportunity to measure the mass and density of another KBO in this

critical size range. By confirming the satellite, the RR245 system will become a fantastic probe

of the formative conditions in the early Solar System, both dynamically and compositionally.

We propose to observe the RR245 system with NIRI with Altair in Laser Guide Star (LGS)

Adaptive Optics (AO) mode to confirm the existence of a moon. We will take advantage of

an g=16.6 appulse near the stationary point with RR245 within 20” of this guide star from June

30-July 17 (Fig.3). The star is bright enough for Altair to provide modest imaging corrections,

resulting in the ∼0.1” angular resolution needed to resolve the moon from its primary. This

technique, which we have successfully implemented numerous times for the detection of other

faint KBO satellites, will provide a direct measurement of the component flux ratio and orbital

separation of the system. If the moon is confirmed, we will apply for additional time over the next

two years to derive the moon’s orbit, and hence the mass and density of RR245. 



Scientific Justification
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References: [Barr & Schwamb 2016] MNRAS, 460, 1542 [Bannister et al. 2016a] AJ, 152, 212

[Bannister et al. 2016b] AJ, 152, 70 [Bannister et al. 2018] ApJS, in press [Benecchi et al. 2009]

Icarus, 200, 292 [Brown 2012] AREPS, 40, 467 [Brown 2013] ApJ, 778, 34 [Fraser et al. 2013]

Icarus, 222, 357 [Fraser et al. 2016] AJ, 151, 158 [Grundy et al. 2015] Icarus, 257, 130 [Pike et

al. 2017] AJ, 154, 8 [Zangari, 2017] NASA Outer Planets Assessment Group presentation, Feb

2017.

Figure 1: Best-seeing image of RR245 acquired with Gemini North GMOS in r in 0.53” seeing

(left). The green contours are the same in all three panels, and show the flux level of the original

image, with bilobed structure near the middle of the source. Removing a single-source PSF

(middle) reveals the presence of a second fainter source: a potential satellite. (right) Double-PSF

subtracted image. The two components are efficiently removed, with a residual consistent with

the background. Best-fit indicates a brightness ratio of ∼25% and an angular separation of 0.3”.

Figure 2: Known bulk densities of KBOs. The dashed curve is the density of a sphere of pure H2O

ice, subject to self compression. The blue region indicates the possible size range for RR245 and

the red circle highlights the low-density mid-sized KBO 2002 UX25. From Grundy et al. (2015).

J, 154, 8 [Zangari, 2017] NASA Outer Planets Assessment Group presentation, Feb

: Best-seeing image of RR

acquired with Gemini North GMOS in r in 0.53” seeing
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Figure 2: Diagram showing the trajectory of RR$245 in the f/32 NIRI FOV during the timeframe

from June 30-July 17. The 3-sigma ephemeris uncertainty is shown by the dashed blue lines.

The trajectory shown is the 2 hour segment closest to appulse center but with airmass better

than 1.5 (elevation limit of Gemini North LGS guiding), thus ensuring best AO and SNR of the

data. The yellow circle depicts the expected size of the guide star in the NIRI images. The inset

shows the Gaia imagery of the LGS star.
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We propose to use K-band imaging with NIRI+Altair on Gemini North in LGS Adaptive Optics

(AO) mode to confirm the existence of a moon around 2015 RR245. Our requested

observations can easily in the Gemini North queue. Images of our target will be acquired

tracking sidereally, in a four-point dither pattern, using a series of short time exposures (60 s) to

minimize trailing of the signal of the moving target. RR245’s rate of motion is 0.02”/min, and so

trailing losses will be minimal. We already have a software pipeline written specifically for NIRI

data reduction (e.g. Fraser et al. 2013), thus ensuring rapid data reduction. The frames will be

subsequently aligned, taking into consideration the on-sky motion of RR245, and stacked

together to produce a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) image.

RR245 itself is too faint to be used as an LGS or NGS guide star for AO corrections. RR245’s

orbit is known to great precision; thus we have searched for appulses with bright stars (R<15.0

mag) where NGS can be employed and with fainter stars (R<17.5 mag) where LGS can be used.

The most promising appulse opportunity occurs during a period from June 30 to July 17 (shown

in Figure 3) when RR245 passes within 14-20 arcseconds of an g=16.6 mag (r~17mag) and the

KBO is above the LGS elevation limit (40 degrees) for more than 2 hours. This is a much closer

separation than in past successful KBO satellite detection appulse events (Fraser et al. 2013).

Because the July appulse event occurs close to the RR245’s projected on-sky stationary point, it

lasts over several nights, ensuring a high probability of successfully obtaining the data in the

weather conditions required for Gemini North LGS operations (IQ 70 CC 50). Other suitable

appulse events (with either NGS or LGS configurations) for the remainder of the year, come in a

few hour durations, making the July appulse event the ideal time to attempt these observations.

If backup timing windows are needed, there are two suitable appulse events in September (9/19

and 9/20) that could be attempted if the July appulse event is weathered out. The short duration

of the September appulse events, make July our best chance to get these observations. 

The July appulse star, Gaia DR2 2555652020980452224, has g=16.6 and exhibits no hints of

binarity in the Gaia imagery. The star is brighter than the Altair LGS tip/tilt magnitude threshold

and within the required 25 arcseconds to provide AO corrections for our science target. Our

experience with past appulses of a similar nature reveal that an AO correction resulting in a

contrast, and FWHM enough to fully resolve the satellite from RR245 is straightforward. We

require a core FWHM of 0.1”, or roughly a factor of 3 smaller than the detected separation on our

past GMOS imagery of the RR245 system. We note that based on the viewing geometry of known

orbits of systems like Orcus/Vanth, the likelihood is very low for the satellite being merged with

RR245 during this observation. 

To reliably confirm the presence of a moon, we require a SNR of >10 for the satellite. While the

exact K-band brightness of the potential satellite is only moderately constrained, we do have a

reasonable J-band estimate from our previous NIRI data of this system. Analysis of those images

suggests a secondary-primary brightness ratio of 0.2, also implying a similar colored secondary,

as has been found for the majority of KBOs (Benecchi et al. 2009). RR245 has a brightness of

r=21.6, and an (r-J)=1.2. We adopt a (J-K)=0.15, typical of most KBOs. Thus, we expect the moon

to have a K=22.0 magnitude. The NIRI ITC predicts a SNR>14 in K’ (with a strehl = 0.047 with a

FWHM of an AO-corrected core = 0.061 arcsec) can be achieved in a 2.1 hour sequence

(including overheads), surpassing our requirement. This also provides some buffering against any

potential variability of the secondary; if it is variable like other small KBOs, it could be as much as

0.5 mag fainter than in our earlier observations. Thus, we request in total 2.3 hours (including

all overheads and baseline calibrations) in IQ70 CC 50 SB Any WV Any. 



Technical Description
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This target has previously been observed by Gemini North in the Col-OSSOS Large Program.

This target has not had any high resolution imagery from which the presence of a satellite can be

reliably detected.

	

Pajuelo, [...], Marsset, et al. 2018, Icarus, 309, 134: Physical, spectral, and dynamical properties

of asteroid (107) Camilla and its satellites

Holman, [...], Fraser, [..], Bannister, et al., 2018, ApJL, 855:L6, A dwarf planet class object in the

21:5 resonance with Neptune.

Fraser, Bannister, [...], Marsset, [...], Benecchi, et al. 2017, Nature Astronomy, 1, 88: All

planetesimals born near the Kuiper belt formed as binaries

Barr & Schwamb, 2016, MNRAS, 460,1542: Interpreting the Densities of the Kuiper Belt’s Dwarf

Planets

Bannister, [...], Benecchi, [..], Fraser, [...], Marsset, et al. 2016, AJ, 152, 212B: OSSOS. IV. Dis-

covery of a dwarf planet candidate in the 9:2 resonance with Neptune

Fraser et al. 2013, Icarus, 222, 357: The mass, orbit, and tidal evolution of the Quaoar-Weywot

system

Fraser et al. 2010, ApJ, 714, 1547: Quaoar: a rock in the Kuiper Belt

Fraser et al. 2009, ApJ, 695, 1: NICMOS photometry of the unusual dwarf planet Haumea and

its satellites

Reference

Allocation % Useful Status of previous data

GN-2017A-LP-1

50 hours

70 Data reduced. 

GN-2017A-FT-13 2.3 hours

100 Data reduced. We are now beginning to work

on writing up these results in a paper. Early

results were presented at the Transneptunian

Solar System conference in 2018. Paper is

now in progress

GN-2017B-FT-12

2.3 hours

100 Data reduced. We are now beginning to work

on writing up these results in a paper. Early

results were presented at the Transneptunian

Solar System conference in 2018. Paper is

now in progress/



Justify Target Duplications

Publications

Previous Use of Gemini
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GS-2017A-DD-1

4.25

60 Data reduced. Paper in progress.

GN-2017B-DD-8

2

100 Published in Bannister et al. 2017

GN-2018A-Q-118 20.19

98 Data reduction in progress. 

GN-2018A-DD-

110

5

100 Data reduction in progress. Paper in progress

GN-2018A-Q-223 14.3

0 Program never started in the 18A semester

GN-2018A-FT-110 2

0 Program not started/observed in the FT

window

GN-2018B-DD-

104

5.5 hours

NA  Data has not been taken yet. Program is

active in the 2019A semester.

The requested ITC outputted is attached on subsequent pages. 



ITC Examples
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Gemini Integration Time Calculator

NIRI - 2019A.1.1.5



Click here for help with the results page.



r0(2137nm) = 0.831 m

Strehl = 0.047

FWHM of an AO-corrected core = 0.061 arcsec

software aperture diameter = 0.07 arcsec

enclosed pixels = 9.00

derived image halo size (FWHM) for a point source = 0.71 arcsec.

Contributions to total noise (e-) in aperture (per exposure):

Source noise = 21.71

Background noise = 144.94

Dark current noise = 11.62

Readout noise = 36.00

Total noise per exposure = 151.36

Total signal per exposure = 471.12

Intermediate S/N for one exposure = 3.11

S/N for the whole observation = 19.79 (including sky subtraction)

Requested total integration time = 4800.00 secs, of which 4800.00 secs is on source.

Observation is background noise limited.

The peak pixel signal + background is 4767 e- (387 ADU). This is 2% of the full well depth of 200000

e-.

Observation Overheads

Setup

900.0 s

Telescope offset

79 x 7.1 s   assuming ABAB dithering pattern

Exposure

80 x 60.0 s

Readout

80 x 11.2 s

DHS Write

80 x 5.1 s

Total time

2 hours 5 mins 56 secs

Input Parameters:



Gemini Integration Time Calculator

https://www.gemini.edu/itc/servlet/calc

1 of 2

5/31/19, 2:49 PM
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Instrument: NIRI

Source spatial profile, brightness, and spectral distribution:

The z = 0.00000 point source is a 22.0 AB G2V star in the J band.

Instrument configuration:

Optical Components:

Filter: BBF_KPRIME

Fixed Optics

Camera: f32

Detector - 1024x1024-pixel ALADDIN InSb array

Read Mode: 1-2.5um: Faint Object Narrow-band Imaging/Spectroscopy

Detector Bias: shallow well

Pixel Size: 0.022

Telescope configuration:

silver mirror coating.

side looking port.

wavefront sensor: altair

Altair Guide Star properties:

Laser Guide Star Mode

Observing Conditions:

Image Quality: 70.00%

Sky Transparency (cloud cover): 50.00%

Sky transparency (water vapour): 100.00%

Sky background: 100.00%

Airmass: 1.50

Likelihood of execution: 35.00%

Calculation and analysis methods:

Mode: imaging

Calculation of S/N ratio with 80 exposures of 60.00 secs, and 100.00% of them on source.

Analysis performed for aperture that gives 'optimum' S/N and a sky aperture that is 1.00 times the

target aperture.



Gemini Integration Time Calculator

https://www.gemini.edu/itc/servlet/calc

2 of 2

5/31/19, 2:49 PM
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Investigator

Status

Affiliation

M. Bannister

PhD

Queen's University

S. Benecchi

PhD

Planetary Science Institute

W. Fraser

PhD

California Institute of Technology

M. Marsset

PhD

Mass. Institute of Technology

M. Schwamb

PhD

Gemini Observatory


